HRSINGAPORE Community Message

Question - Medical Check Up for S Pass - Update 2 (With Replies)
Dear all,
A colleague, whose SPass (as admin assistant) has in principle approval from MOM but
she needs to go for a medical check up and HIV test to be submitted to MOM before the
deadline submission (date indicated by MOM), otherwise the renewal SPass will expire.
When she went to the clinic for the check up. She was found to have high blood pressure
(BP) even staying at the clinic for 3 hours to retake numerous times of her BP but it was still
very high.
The doctor do not want to issue the medical report.
Instead, the doctor send her back and put her on medication to lower her BP for the next two
weeks or so before asking her to go back to the Clinic again for the check up before the
doctor issue the medical report.
Reason given by the doctor was if he were to issue the medical report with the high BP, he
will have to put her UNFIT for employment and it will affect her issuance of her renewal of
her SPass.
Is this fair to the company ? Or is it the norm practice of the Clinics or the doctor is
dishonest. Clinics said this is their procedures to “fix” the problem before issuing the medical
report.
Does MOM allowed this practice by the doctor or Clinic?
Appreciate your comments.
JS
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REPLY 1
My advice will be to avoid this clinic in future.
Should you wish to settle this issue you should seek MOM advice.
HS

REPLY 2
It is normal for clinic to suggest medication if the patient's BP is high. They are not able to
certify "FIT" if it is not. Usually the doctor will certify "FIT" if the patient's condition is stable
after the medication.
LZ

Certified Human Resource Administrator™ (CHRA™)
The 28th intake of our Certified Human Resource Administrator™ (CHRA™) course will
commence on 8 January 2016.
This eight day competency-based HR certification program covers covers the main human
resource functions and qualifies participant as a Certified Human Resource Administrator
(CHRA) upon successful completion of the program.
In the increasingly competitive workplace of today, HR certification will become more
relevant and therefore more valuable to the HR professionals and their organizations.
For more, visit: http://hrsingapore.net/chra/; email us at query@hrsingapore.net; or call us at
(65) 6337-8016.
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